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Study in English
Bachelor’s Degree Studies

Programmes in English are available in full-time mode only. The schedule is flexible – students choose their class times and lecturers. The duration of each programme is three years (six semesters). Each programme is worth 180 ECTS in total, while the estimated number of hours is 2050.

When applying for admission to undergraduate studies in English, you should choose a particular programme of study during the registration process.

The complete list of learning outcomes, and major and minor courses.

**Our offer**

You may choose among four undergraduate programmes in English available at SGH:

- Global Business, Finance and Governance
- International Economics
- Management
- Quantitative Methods in Economics and Information Systems

**General skills and competences**

When you graduate from SGH, you will be able to:

- speak two foreign languages fluently
- work in diverse, multicultural and international environments
- communicate with specialists in the field in a professional manner
- take the initiative and become self-reliant in business activity
- effectively organise work in a team
- demonstrate your analytical, organizational and negotiating skills

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/bachelor
Global Business, Finance and Governance

This first-cycle programme prepares students for work in international business and finance environment with its unique set of issues and challenges. They will understand the transnational cooperation and marketing demands facing organizations operating internationally. They also acquire skills enabling them to perform essential financial and marketing analyses as required in business, governmental and non-governmental organizations.

The aim of the programme is to prepare students for entry level and junior specialist jobs in financial, sales, logistics and marketing departments of business and non-business organizations including NGO's as well as central and local governmental entities. The programme also provides necessary basis for second-cycle studies.

Benefits

- Become knowledgeable in the fields of economics, finance, management sciences, including international finance and capital markets, basics of finance and accounting in international transactions, as well as international management and marketing practices.

- Gain an appreciation of business and economic problems at international and national level, as well as of factors contributing to international competitiveness of countries and companies.

- Learn methods of data collection and analysis applied in the field of Global Business, Finance and Governance and how to use them in studies of the world economy and national economies.

- Use the acquired knowledge to conduct international transactions and logistics operations, run varied business projects and research tasks, and solve simple problems concerning entities involved in international activities.

- Become aware of the global dynamics of trade and markets shaped by the forces of globalization and appreciate how they affect both individual organizations and entire country-level economies.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/bachelor
Selected basic courses
- Accounting
- Basics of Law
- Economic and Social Policy
- Economic Geography / Economic History
- European Integration / Theory of the State
- Finance
- International Economics
- Introduction to Business IT
- Macroeconomics I & II
- Management / Management & Marketing
- Mathematics
- Microeconomics I & II
- Philosophy / Sociology
- Statistics

Available minor specializations
- European Economic Integration Towards Global Challenges
- Global Development and Governance
- International Business
- International Finance

Major courses
- Business Cycle Analysis and Foreign Market Research
- Capital Market
- Dimensions of Competitiveness
- Global Marketing
- International Finance
- International Project Management
- International Trade Law
- Internationalization of the Firm
- Multinational Firms in the World Economy
- Negotiation Techniques
- Sustainable Development

Double Degree Programmes available
- Kyungpook National University (South Korea)
- Peking University, Guanghua School of Management (China)
- European University Viadrina (Germany)
- Pforzheim University (Germany)
International Economics

This first-cycle programme provides the knowledge and develops the skills necessary to start a career in the central and local government administration, as well as public institutions and NGOs operating internationally in manufacturing and service companies maintaining contacts with partners abroad. The students will also be prepared to conduct an independent business activity whose scope includes foreign markets, as well as to take up second-cycle studies.

Benefits

- Gain general knowledge in the field of economics and related sciences, including finance, accounting and international transactions, as well as management and international marketing.

- Learn about world economy and the economy of the European Union, as well as about a wide range of entities focused on international operations both in the public and the private sector.

- Understand issues connected with international competitiveness and become aware of the significance of international determinants of the position of countries and companies.

- Know how to apply the acquired knowledge in a practical manner in order to solve problems concerning entities involved in international activities and accomplish research tasks relating to economic processes at the global and national level.

- Learn methods of data collection and analysis applied in the field of International Economics and how to use them in studies of the world economy and national economies.

- Know how to identify factors of international competitiveness of countries and companies and to conduct international transactions.

- Become aware of the significance of international determinants of the position of countries and companies.

- Know more about selected entities focused on international operations, including the European Union, as well as international companies, organisations and institutions, both public and private.

- Be ready to work in an international team of multicultural character, as well as to make decisions and organise work in such a team, and be prepared to constantly develop through self-study.
Selected basic courses

- Accounting
- Basics of Law
- Economic and Social Policy
- Economic Geography / Economic History
- Finance
- International Economics
- Introduction to Business IT
- Macroeconomics I & II
- Management / Management & Marketing
- Mathematics
- Microeconomics I & II
- Philosophy / Sociology
- Statistics
- Study Methodology Proseminar

Available minor specializations

- Economics of Central and Eastern Europe
- International Business Management

Major courses

- Corporate Finance
- Econometrics
- European Integration / Theory of the State
- European Union Internal Market
- International Business Transactions
- International Competitiveness
- International Finance
- International Financial Settlements
- International Marketing
- International Organizations
- International Private Law
- Management in International Business

Double Degree Programmes available

- Kyungpook National University (South Korea)
- Peking University, Guanghua School of Management (China)
- Pforzheim University (Germany)
Management

This first-cycle programme provides theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of management and related sciences concerning the nature, regularities and problems associated with the operation of an organization. The studies develop the skills necessary to start a career as a specialist or middle manager in a variety of organizations, including companies, NGOs, public administration units and local self-government at various levels or to conduct one’s own business. The programme also provides necessary basis for second-cycle studies.

Benefits

- Acquire theoretical basis of management sciences, economics and complementary disciplines.
- Be able to identify, understand and solve problems related to the basic functions and processes of management: planning, organizing, motivating, monitoring and coordinating.
- Be able to perform basic management functions and oversee processes in economic and administrative organizations.
- Know how to evaluate work performed by others in a well-balanced and competent manner.
- Understand complex processes and phenomena occurring in organizations and in their environment.
- Learn to formulate project problems and to plan and control projects.
- Know the best practices of management in the areas covered by the curriculum.
- Grasp the principles of conducting an independent economic activity.
- Understand the basic principles of ethics and be able to formulate judgments on important social and ideological issues.
- Master the skill of effective communication, negotiations, persuasion and decision-making.
- Demonstrate the ability of logical thinking, analysing and synthesising.
- Be able to adapt to the changing needs of the surroundings and working environment.
- Learn how to reach sources of knowledge and to use them in management processes.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/bachelor
Selected basic courses
- Accounting
- Basics of Law
- Economic and Social Policy
- Economic Geography / Economic History
- European Integration / Theory of the State
- Finance
- International Economics
- Introduction to Business IT
- Macroeconomics I & II
- Management / Management & Marketing
- Mathematics
- Microeconomics I & II
- Philosophy / Sociology
- Statistics

Available minor specializations
- Entrepreneurship
- Marketing
- Project Management

Major courses
- Accounting and Financial Reporting
- Enterprise Science
- Business Plan
- Competitive Strategies
- Corporate Finance
- Economic and Financial Analysis
- Human Resources Management
- Marketing / Management
- Marketing Research
- Operational Research
- Organisational Behaviour
- Project Management
- Quality Management

Double Degree Programmes available
- Peking University, Guanghua School of Management (China)
- European University Viadrina (Germany)
Quantitative Methods in Economics and Information Systems

This first-cycle programme provides core knowledge and competences in the field of quantitative methods in economics and information systems, as well as basic knowledge in the areas of economics, management and finance. Students have a selection of majors oriented towards widely understood quantitative methods in social, economic and business applications, as well as IT and the digital economy.

The programme helps to develop competences required for jobs in business entities and organisations which actively apply mathematical, statistical, econometric and information tools or useful in running one’s own business. The programme also provides necessary basis for second-cycle studies.

Benefits

- Learn basic theories and their applications related to the following educational content: mathematics, in particular mathematical analysis and linear algebra; probability theory and mathematical statistics; research design and statistical analysis; demography; mathematical economics; econometrics; operational research; finance and insurance mathematics; computer programming; design of information systems; and databases.

- Become knowledgeable about mathematical, statistical and econometric methods and tools which are necessary to analyse economic and social phenomena on a micro- and macroeconomic scale.

- Take part in many practical courses related to statistical, econometric and financial analyses, decision-making, demographics, insurance and IT.

- Be able to solve macro- and microeconomic problems using various analytical tools, and to use linear algebra in statistics, econometrics and mathematical decision-making models, as well as to design and conduct statistical research.

- Know how to construct, estimate and interpret estimation results of basic econometric models, and how to implement them.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/bachelor
Selected basic courses

- Accounting
- Basics of Law
- Economic and Social Policy
- Economic Geography / Economic History
- European Integration / Theory of the State
- Finance
- International Economics
- Introduction to Business IT
- Macroeconomics I & II
- Management /Management & Marketing
- Mathematics
- Microeconomics I & II
- Philosophy / Sociology
- Statistics

Available minor specializations

- Econometrics
- Methods of Decision Analysis

Major courses

- Algebra
- Business Informatics I
- Demography / Mathematical Economics
- Deterministic Models of Operation Research / Economic Statistics
- Econometrics
- Econometric Methods / Analysis and Design of Information Systems II
- Financial and Actuarial Mathematics / Analysis and Design of Information Systems I
- Mathematical Analysis
- Probability Theory
- Statistical Methods I
- Survey Methods
Master’s Degree Studies

Programmes in English are available in full-time mode only. The schedule is flexible – students choose their class times and lecturers. The duration of each programme is two years (four semesters). Each programme is worth 120 ECTS in total, while the estimated number of hours is 960 (930 in the case Finance and Accounting).

When applying for admission to graduate studies in English, you should choose the particular programme during the registration process.

The complete list of learning outcomes, and major and minor courses.

Our offer

You may choose among four graduate programmes in English available at SGH:

- Advanced Analytics – Big Data
- Finance and Accounting with ACCA qualification
- Global Business, Finance and Governance
- International Business

General skills and competences

When you graduate from SGH, you will be able to:

- plan and execute research tasks
- communicate professionally with specialists in the field, as well as with people of different social or professional background
- conduct effective communication and negotiations among culturally diverse individuals and group work in a multi-cultural team, lead and organise its work
- identify, interpret and explain complex social phenomena and processes, formulate and solve complex and unconventional tasks in unpredictable circumstances
- use the acquired knowledge to professional activity, also for the purpose of innovative work performance as well as running your own business
- expand your interdisciplinary knowledge through self-study

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/master
Advanced Analytics – Big Data

This second-cycle programme provides advanced knowledge and competencies in the area of data acquisition from variety of sources and their analysis. A graduate of the programme is eligible for employment as a specialist in advanced data analysis at manufacturing companies, banks, insurance and telecommunications companies, public administration and research centres specializing in advanced data analytics. The programme also provides necessary basis for PhD studies.

Benefits

- Become knowledgeable about computer science in the area of extracting, clearing, storing and processing of structured and unstructured data.
- Learn how to extract information from complex data structures and how to represent them in computer systems, and how to formulate and interpret results of data analysis.
- Gain knowledge regarding mathematical, statistical and computer methods and techniques of data analysis required in social and economic problem-solving.
- Be able to extract data from a variety of sources including databases, text files, multimedia files, social networks, sensor data, geolocation data.
- Know how to query SQL and non-SQL databases alike, prepare data for analysis, build models for data analysis using a variety of mathematical, statistical and computer science tools and formulate hypotheses and opinions using the models.
- Design representation research and conduct statistical analysis used in studying economic processes and phenomena.
- Analyse multidimensional data and apply the methods of multidimensional analysis in business and economic analyses.
- Become aware of the performed professional and social role, specifically in areas where mathematics, statistics, econometrics and computer tools are used, and set benchmarks for professional ethics.
- Understand and use the quantitative approach to describe economic processes, social interactions and business issues.
- Learn how to analyse spatial data and to adjust visualizations to the client's requirements.
- Learn to implement computer systems based on knowledge processing and to implement results of data analysis in business solutions.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/master
Basic courses
- Business Law
- History of Economic Thought

Obligatory courses
- Advanced Business Analytics / Approximation Approaches
- Advanced Macroeconomics I
- Advanced Optimization Methods
- Basic and Advanced Programming in SAS with Statistics
- Big Data
- Cloud Computing
- Data Mining
- Databases Build and Exploitation
- Institutional Economics / Labour Economics
- Logistic Regression with SAS
- Querying, Data Presentation, Data Visualisation and Reporting
- Real-Time Analytics
- Statistical Learning Methods
Finance and Accounting programme is offered at SGH as the so-called “practical profile” studies focusing on broadening the students’ work experience. It provides finance-oriented knowledge, augmenting the knowledge of financial management of business entities, with particular interest in the determinants of managerial decisions made on the basis of results of financial analyses and research. It also offers specialist knowledge providing sound basis for professional work and further education.

Owing to the cooperation between our university and EY Poland, it is possible to obtain not only a Master’s degree in Finance and Accounting from SGH Warsaw School of Economics, but also the ACCA qualification – an internationally recognised professional qualification.

Benefits

- Comprehend, at an in-depth level, selected facts and processes taking place in the economy and the society, as well as the related research methods and theories constituting advanced general knowledge in the discipline of social sciences.
- Gain the theoretical foundation of key problems and aspects in the field of advanced specialist knowledge of finance and accounting.
- Understand the practical aspects of interpretation and application of advanced principles of financial accounting.
- Learn how to identify, interpret, and explain complex financial phenomena and processes, formulate and solve complex and non-standard problems in the area of finance and accounting in unpredictable circumstances.
- Be able to make thorough financial analyses, calculate investment effectiveness, and estimate the level of financial risk and formulate conclusions and recommendations of these bases.

Practical profile

The curriculum of the practical profile programme entails:

- obligatory three months of company internship,
- classes conducted by practitioners in the field,
- more than half ECTS points awarded for courses developing practical skills.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/master
Obligatory courses

- Advanced Financial Accounting
- Business Ethics
- Business Law
- Corporate Financial Analysis
- External and Internal Audit
- Financial Engineering / Financial Econometrics I
- Financial Management
- Investment Portfolio
- Management and Cost Accounting
- Managerial Economics / Advanced Macroeconomics I
- Strategic Business Leadership Skills
- Taxation
Global Business, Finance and Governance

This second-cycle programme provides advanced knowledge on the current, fast changing environment of international cooperation, finance and marketing. It builds on the first-cycle study by enhancing the analytical skills acquired there and adding an array of topics particularly relevant for handling managerial challenges in international trade and cooperation. The acquired managerial skills will allow them to pursue a career as managers or entrepreneurs in various international and organizational settings. The programme also provides necessary basis for PhD studies.

Benefits

- Gain skills and learn research methods applied in the field of Global Business, Finance and Governance, as well as related areas of expertise, including international business, international finance and international governance.

- Be equipped to perform advanced analytical tasks involving corporate finances, logistics, sales and marketing and be able to take up senior analytical posts in corporations as well as governmental and non-governmental units.

- Understand econometric methods of economic data analysis and qualitative methods of analysis.

- Gain appreciation of issues relating to international business environments, including their institutional, cultural, legal and technological aspects.

- Be able to conduct professional activity on an international level.

- Know how to conceive, design, implement and manage research processes within different fields of knowledge.

- Possess advanced knowledge in international economics, development economics, managerial economics, as well as in the subject of innovation on international level and economics of sustainability.

- Gain a deep and extensive understanding of the nature and functioning of international business and governance.

- Learn how to effectively solve problems arising in business and economics at international level.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/master
Basic courses
- Business Law
- History of Economic Thought

Obligatory courses
- Advanced International Economics
- Cultural Determinants of International Business
- Economic Diplomacy
- Economics and Management of Innovations
- Global Poverty, Underdevelopment and Development
- Institutional Determinants of International Business
- International Entrepreneurship
- International Financial Management
- International Leadership
- Managerial Economics
- Natural Environment and Energy: International Conflicts and Cooperation
- Technological Environment of International Business

Available minor specializations
- Energy on the Global Market
- Global Development and Governance
- International Finance
- International Venture Management

Double Degree Programmes available
- EDHEC Business School (France)
- Université Laval (Canada)
- ZHAW School of Management and Law (Switzerland)
International Business

This second-cycle programme provides in-depth knowledge of management in international business and complementary disciplines enabling students to undertake positions of specialists and managers at medium and higher ranks, as well as advisors and consultants in enterprises functioning on international scale. The graduates of the programme are equally prepared to set up their own businesses on international markets. The programme also provides necessary basis for PhD studies.

Benefits

- Become knowledgeable about economy-related research methods and theories which constitute advanced general knowledge in the discipline of social sciences.
- Gain a complete theoretical foundation of key problems and aspects in the field of advanced specialist knowledge in the major of International Business.
- Be able to properly identify, interpret and explain complex social phenomena and processes in the international context, formulate and solve complex and non-standard problems in unpredictable circumstances.
- Know how to communicate using specialist terminology of international business with diverse circles of recipients.
- Appreciate fundamental dilemmas of the contemporary global civilisation and economic, legal, ethical and other conditions of various types of professional activity related to international business, including the principle of industrial property and copyright protection.
- Understand main development paths of Economics, Finance and Management - research fields crucial for the curriculum applicable to running any business on international scale.
- Grasp the basic principles of establishing and developing various forms of entrepreneurship across border and apply the knowledge gained in international activity, also for innovative completion of professional tasks and for running own's business.
- Learn how to independently plan and implement own life-long learning and lead others in this respect, particularly in the international environment.
- Be able to collaborate with others in the form of teamwork and take leadership in teams composed of members representing diverse national cultures.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/master
Major courses

- Business Law
- Financial Management
- Institutional Economics
- International Business Environment
- International Business Transactions
- International Economics
- International Marketing
- Management in International Business
- Managerial Accounting
- Managerial Economics
- Strategic Analysis of European Markets
- Transnational Corporations

Available minor specializations

- Business in Central and Eastern Europe
- Doing Business in Emerging Markets
- International Business Management

Double Degree Programmes available

- University of Economics VSE (Czech Republic)
- EDHEC Business School (France)
- Toulouse Business School (France)
- Viadrina European University (Germany)
Admissions to Studies in English

Admissions step by step

In order to become an SGH student, follow these three simple steps:

- Create an account in the Internet registration system, fill in all the required fields, upload your photograph and pay the application fee of 85 PLN.

- Wait for the results of the qualifying procedure in the registration system – if you are invited to studies...

- ... submit the required documents to SGH and receive your decision on admission.

Admission to studies in English is based on the order of filing applications through the Internet Registration System and the verification of documents.

Please note that at SGH:

- Studies in English start only once a year – in October.

- Admissions start in late spring.

Admissions of Polish citizens

The registration and the document submission periods are the same as for studies in Polish.

Admissions for the academic year 2021/2022 will begin on 8 June 2021 and will end:

- five days following the publication of results of the Polish maturity exams – in the case of first cycle studies,

- on 23 June 2021 – in the case of second cycle studies.

In both cases, the Internet Registration System will close on the final day at 4:00 p.m. Polish local time.

Typically, the document submission period for first cycle studies takes place in July, while for second cycle studies – in August.

A detailed admissions schedule for Polish citizens will be published in early 2021.

Admissions of international students

Please be mindful that the registration and the document submission periods for studies in English differ significantly from those specified for studies in Polish.

Prior to the submission of original documents, the applicants undergo qualification based on scans of required documents uploaded into the Internet Registration System.

All documents constituting the basis of admission to studies at SGH should be presented by the student upon arrival in Poland in late September.

The admissions schedule for international students will be published in spring 2021.

Register at: https://isr.sgh.waw.pl
Study in English

Once you are invited to studies in English at SGH, please bring with you the following documents:

- Signed application form printed from the Internet Registration System.
- ID card or passport – for inspection only.
- Educational document entitling you to apply for admission to studies:
  - first-cycle studies, you should submit a maturity certificate, or a secondary-school leaving diploma, or an equivalent document together with a transcript of grades,
  - second-degree studies, you should submit an academic degree diploma and a diploma supplement.
- Document confirming the knowledge of English, for instance:
  - written part of the Polish maturity exam in English at an extended level with a result of at least 70%,
  - International Baccalaureate diploma or European Baccalaureate diploma,
  - certificate of English at B2 level or higher,
  - secondary school leaving certificate issued by a school where English is the language of instruction,
  - academic degree diploma in English philology or applied linguistics, or any other programme where English is the sole medium of instruction.

The complete list of recognised English certificates is available on the website.

Foreign diplomas and certificates

If your educational document was issued by a non-Polish institution, it should also be:

- Legalised or endorsed with an apostille – not applicable in the case of IB and EB diplomas, as well as documents issued in any of the EU, EFTA or OECD member states.
- Translated into Polish or English by a certified translator – not applicable in the case of documents issued in one of these languages. Please note that SGH may only recognize certified translations done by sworn translators registered in any of the EU, EFTA or OECD member states.
- In the case of a foreign secondary-school leaving certificate, it should also be recognized by one of the Polish Education Superintendents – this requirement does not apply to IB and EB diplomas, documents issued in any of the EU, EFTA or OECD member states, as well as in China, Belarus, Ukraine and Libya.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/admission
Why SGH?

Leader in economic education

SGH Warsaw School of Economics is the leading academic institution in economics and business in Poland. The quality of education gained at SGH is widely recognised by employers, who seek to recruit its alumni.

Academic staff of highest quality

- Approximately 800 research-and-teaching and teaching fellows, including 69 professors
- practitioners, researchers, experts on the media, authors of specialised reports

Foreign languages

SGH Centre for Foreign Language Teaching (Polish: Centrum Nauki Języków Obcych; CNJO) offers high quality language courses in English, German, Russian, Spanish, French and Italian, as well as Polish for foreigners. The courses are focused on business-related topics, including current socio-political and economic issues.

The Centre has its own library and reading room at its disposal, containing dictionaries, thesauruses, and course books. Additionally, the CNJO media-library offers audiovisual aids for individual learning.

Sports

Physical Education and Sports Centre (in Polish: Centrum Wychowania Fizycznego i Sportu; CWFiS) conducts PE classes. The PE offer includes aerobics, athletics, bodybuilding, Callanetics, Pilates, core training, partner dancing, boxing, karate, basketball, football, futsal, handball, volleyball, tennis, nordic walking, swimming, and sailing.

If there are any free places available, you may register for additional classes in order to learn new sport or increase your physical activity under the watchful eye of a trained professional.

Vibrant environment

At SGH, various events take place almost daily, organised by students and staff alike. Everyone will find something to enjoy: meetings with the Nobel prize winners, presidents of multinational corporations, foreign researchers, members of the Polish government and state officials, politicians, media personalities and EU representatives. But it is not just inspiration and knowledge – you will have plenty of opportunity to enjoy yourself, too. Keep an eye on fun contests, parties and game nights organised by our community.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/admission
University in the rankings

At SGH, we constantly strive towards perfection. Our on-going efforts are manifested by high positions in various academic rankings.

- In the Global Masters in Management ranking by The Financial Times, SGH was ranked among the best European economic universities worldwide.
- In the 2020 ranking by Perspektywy Education Foundation, SGH was ranked 1st among the economic universities and faculties in Poland; among Polish universities in general, SGH was ranked 15th.
- In the 2018 ranking by Rzeczpospolita, a Polish newspaper, SGH was ranked first and received maximum points in 3 out of 4 grading categories, namely the quality of education, career of the alumni, research potential and internationalisation.

International quality of education

We are a member of international organisations and networks:

- CEMS
- PIM
- EFMD
- EUA
- CEEMAN
- EUCEN
- PECSA
- EDAMBA

SGH is the only Poland-based academic member of CEMS (SGH administers CEMS Master’s programme in International Management) and the only Poland-based member of PIM (Partnership in International Management) – the largest international consortium of leading international business schools.

We are also accredited by the following institutions:

- ACCA
- IQA (CEEMAN)
- AMBA

Broader perspectives

As an SGH student, you may choose additional specialisations:

- SGH&CIMA Certificate in Business Accounting (CBA)
- SGH&CIMA Diploma in Management Accounting (DMA)
- SGH&CIMA Advanced Diploma in Management Accounting (ADMA)

Apart from multiple Double Diploma Programmes (described further in the prospectus), we also offer joint degrees:

- The European Master in Law and Economics
- The Models and Methods of Quantitative Economics (QEM)

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/admission
Shape Your Future

Studies and business

It is only natural that SGH, being a leading business economic university in Poland, operates in close partnership with numerous business entities. This cooperation applies not only to education and research, but also to issues connected with managing the institution.

Owing to the cooperation with our partners, SGH students may choose from a wide range of work placements and internships available during their course of study. It is also much easier for them to find employment in esteemed companies.

SGH partners also organise numerous workshops, lectures, and meetings at our University, which enable our students to meet with actual business practitioners. SGH also organises study visits in companies and manages various research projects and conferences. As a part of the partnership, we also develop SGH’s infrastructure and know-how in the field of management and administration of our institution.

High salaries of the alumni

SGH strives to adequately prepare its students to meet the demands of the labour market – and with great success. According to a yearly report by the Polish Ministry of Higher Education and Science, recent graduates holding SGH diploma tend to earn more, on average, that alumni of other universities.

Career development

Due to cooperation with the members of SGH Corporate Partners Club, students may take part in Studying Practically programme that offers courses organized by SGH faculty members together with business partners. Apart from special semester-long courses, the SGH Partners also hold workshops and meetings for students.

To learn more about SGH Corporate Partners Club and Studying Practically course offer, please visit http://firma.sgh.waw.pl/en

SGH Career and Alumni Centre strives to advance the careers of the past and present SGH students. The Centre is also responsible for shaping and developing relations with SGH alumni, as well as for managing the SGH Career Portal – a platform for communication between prospective employers on the one hand and students and alumni on the other, providing up-to-date work placement, internship and employment offers, as well as valuable information concerning, among others, recruitment process, job looking, in-service training and preparation of application documents. The Portal also facilitates the consultation process with the SGH career counsellor.

If you want to know how SGH can help you to boost your career, go to http://kariera.sgh.waw.pl

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/admission
Prestigious university

Both SGH alumni and staff have been actively involved in shaping the economic and public spheres in Poland and Europe alike. Some of the most noteworthy examples include a former Polish prime minister and deputy prime ministers, the majority of ministers of finance after 1989, the first Polish commissioner in the European Commission, two presidents of the National Bank of Poland, members of the Monetary Policy Council, presidents of the Polish Stock Exchange, chairpersons and members of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority, government experts, advisors, as well as specialists serving the European Union, other European institutions, and the UN.

It is also common for SGH alumni and staff to hold position of presidents of the largest Polish companies, banks, insurance companies and other financial institutions.
Study Internationally

International exchange

SGH participates in international exchange programmes for students and staff alike. Every year, nearly 500 SGH students complete parts of their study programmes abroad, and an almost equal number of foreign students study at SGH, out of which about 300 students are participants of the Erasmus+ programme. At present, SGH exchanges students with over 300 universities across the world.

Polish-German Academic Forum

Deutsch-Polnisches Akademikerforum is co-organised by SGH and two German universities: Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz and Universität Duisburg-Essen. The programme is available at Bachelor's studies, even from the first semester. All classes within the programme are conducted in German.

SGH-CIMA programmes

SGH, in collaboration the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA), offers interdisciplinary programmes in Polish and English available at the Bachelor's and Master's levels.

The programmes prepare students to take up better-paying positions in finance and accounting within international organizations. Owing to knowledge and skills developed in the course of CIMA specializations, students of such programme have a much better standing on the labour market.

SGH&CIMA Certificate in Business Accounting (CBA) is offered at the Bachelor's level, while both SGH&CIMA Diploma in Management Accounting (DMA) and SGH&CIMA Advanced Diploma in Management Accounting (ADMA) are offered at the Master's level.

Double Degree Programmes

SGH students may participate in Double Degree Programmes which enables them to obtain two academic diplomas in a single course of study. At present, SGH has 16 partner universities from the following countries: Canada, China, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Switzerland, as well as South Korea.

Qualifications to DDP programmes

At Bachelor's level take place in the beginning of the second year of studies.

Qualifications to DDP programmes at Master's level are conducted before the beginning of studies at SGH.

- In spring: Berlin, Mainz, Duisburg.
- In August/mid-September: the remaining Master's DDPs.

Please note that DDPs are available to full-time students only.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/admission
CEMS MIM programme

CEMS Master’s in International Management is a one-year-long programme aimed at educating future leaders of international, multilingual and multi-cultural world of business. The programme is conducted by CEMS, the Global Alliance in Management Education which associates numerous business schools, as well as corporate and social partners.

The programme enables its students to obtain the CEMS diploma at the same time as the SGH one. In 2019, the programme was ranked at 8th place in The Financial Times ranking “Global Masters In Management”.

SGH is the only university in Poland offering the CEMS MIM programme. In the academic year 2016/2017, SGH was named the CEMS School of the Year.
Student Life and SGH Campus

Studying is more than just gaining knowledge and at SGH, we are fully aware that the student life is a crucial part of the university experience. We are proud to say that our students are very active in this respect – owing to their initiative, you can take part in meetings and workshops, contests and – naturally – student parties. Many of these activities are hosted on the premises of SGH, in its beautiful and historic setting.

Student organizations

There are several dozen student organizations of various profiles operating at SGH, which host hundreds of events and projects every year. The largest of them is the Students’ Union, which is responsible for organizing Juwenalia SGH – an annual student spring festival – among other events.

More than half of student organizations at our university are Student Scientific Clubs, focused on expanding knowledge in a given research area. Students with artistic aspirations may consider joining our choir, theatre or song and dance group, whereas those more sport-oriented should definitely check out our Club of Students’ Sport Association.

Joining student organisation gives you a chance to gain valuable experience and develop the skills that will help you to thrive on the labour market. You may also establish valuable connections at various companies, institutions and among your peers.

Student accommodation and scholarships

SGH has two dormitories – “Sabinki” and “Grosik” – and you may apply for accommodation in one of them after you are admitted to studies. However, the number of beds is limited, so please be prepared to arrange for an alternative source of accommodation.

You may also be eligible for some form of financial support, for instance sport or academic achievement scholarship or a social grant.

For more information on accommodation and scholarships, please visit our website.

University campus

The campus is a perfect blend of tradition and innovation. When studying at SGH, you will be surrounded by the beautiful historic architecture of Building A, the main building and the library on the one hand, while on the other – you will experience the comforts of state-of-the-art classrooms in Building C.

One of the great advantages of our campus is that it is quite compact. As a student, you do not even need to use any transportation in order to move between the buildings, as everything is conveniently located within walking distance.

Owing to its location in proximity to the city centre, SGH campus is also very accessible. The main building, the library and Building A are all located next to the Metro station Pole Mokotowskie, as well as bus and tram stops.
Classes are conducted in four buildings:

- Building G (main building) – al. Niepodległości 162
- Building A – ul. Rakowiecka 24
- Building C – al. Niepodległości 128
- Building W – ul. Wiśniowa 41

Other on-campus locations include:

- Building B (library) – ul. Rakowiecka 22 B
- Building M – ul. Madalińskiego 6/8
- Student House (dormitory) no. 1 “Sabinki” – al. Niepodległości 147
- Student House (dormitory) no. 3 “Grosik” – ul. Madalińskiego 31/33
Open Day

Open days at SGH are held in October and March on a chosen Saturday. The agenda includes various activities in English, during which you may:

- learn more about terms of admission,
- see our full educational offer,
- attend lectures and workshops,
- take a campus tour,
- meet and talk with SGH students,
- ask burning questions to SGH staff.

more info: www.sgh.waw.pl/od